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SCIENTIFIC LITERATURE ON TWITTER AS SUBJECT RESEARCH : 
PRELIMINARY FINDINGS BASED   
ON A BIBLIOMETRIC ANALYSIS 

Since its launch in 2006, Internet platform Twitter has rapidly expanded. Despite being behind services like Facebook (1.3 billion active users) and WhatsApp (500 million), this platform 
currently has about 284 million active users worldwide, with 500 million Tweets being sent out every day, in more than 35 different languages (Twitter, 2015). In 2014 the eMarketer 
Consultancy predicted that Twitter should reach 300 million monthly active users by 2016, and pass the 400 million mark at the end of 2018. As a phenomenon of the digital era, Twitter 
generates a new type of research data that has received a good deal of attention in the academic literature. It has turned into a popular subject research that has been widely investigated 
in the academic world in different fields ranging from the Social Sciences to Health Sciences, addressing various questions, methods approaches, and covering multiple data sets. Bruns & 
Weller (2014) pointed out that scientific publications with "Twitter" explicitly in the title are as follows: 1,400 on Scopus, 470 on Web of Science (WoS) and another 10,000 available via 
Google Scholar. In turn, Zimmer & Proferes (2014) conducted a content analysis study with a set of 382 academic publications that used Twitter from 2006 to 2012. This study provides the 
first findings of a bibliometric  study which was conducted to describe the scientific literature available on Twitter.  

Background and purpose 

Methods 

Main Organizations 

The bibliometric research was carried out for the indexed literature in the period from 2006 (when Twitter was released) until 2014, and only included articles with the word "Twitter" in the 
title, abstract and/or keywords. Analysis was conducted on the basis of the results from Scopus database, which has a wider coverage than WoS. The 2,338 documents retrieved were 
analyzed according to the average growth in number of publications per year, journal titles, authorship, affiliations, countries and subject area.  
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Discussion and concluding remarks 
The first findings indicated that there was a steady growth in the academic literature which include Twitter as subject research in the period from its foundation in 2006 to 2014. There is a 
long tail of journal titles that have published articles on this subject, with 22 titles leading to more than 10 publications, all of them in English, apart from a single title in Spanish. Two authors 
stand out in terms of number of articles, and various institutions have made contributions, most of them being universities from North America (United States and Canada) and Europe 
(United Kingdom, Spain, Germany and The Netherlands), although Asia (China, Japan and South Korea) and Oceania (Australia) also stood out. The findings are continuing to be analyzed 
for more details such as what subject-areas are being researched, the analytical methodologies that are employed and the tools used, as well as the citation impact and the network from the 
cited references. 
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